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✦ Schachner

graduated from
the City College of
New York with a
Bachelor of
Science degree in
1915. He also
obtained a Juris
Doctorate from
New York
University in 1919.

✦ Schachner

began his
career as a
chemist at the
Department of
Health in New
York in 1915.

✦ Schachner

served in the US military during World War I, in the
Chemical Warfare Service, Gas and Flame Division.
✦ He was called to New York Bar in 1919 and was in law practice till
1933. In 1919 he also married Helen Lichtenstein.
✦ During that time he started writing science fiction by collaborating
with fellow lawyer Arthur Leo Zagat. Schachner became one of the
young Isaac Asimovs favorite authors.

How Schachner became a writer
”Back in 1930 wrote my first story on a bet - had never read a
pulp before that - and much to my surprise, it was accepted.
The magazine was (Amazing). Liked the idea and wrote more
and more until my secretary objected. Typing manuscripts she
had no time for law briefs. I decided therefore to drop the
law. But even in writing I can´t stay put. I alternate fantastics,
detectives etc., with such stuff as a biography of Aaron Burr,
a deadly serious volume on the Medieval Universities, articles
for magazines like American Mercury, etc., and am now involved
in a book on Alexander Hamilton. But all along what I really
wanted to be was an astronomer.”
(Nat Schachner in Fantastic Adventures, September 1939)

Actually his first publication
was ”The Tower of Evil”,
(with Arthur Leo Zagat), not for
Amazing but for Wonder Stories
Quarterly, Summer 1930.

”How could a giant ocean liner
sink in a calm, without
survivors?
Gerry Van Dine and his best
friend, Kemp Martin went
down into the depths to find a weird city!”
City Under the Sea
Fantastic Adventures,
September 1939

American Rocket Society
✦A

group comprised mostly of science fiction writers formed what was initially
called the American Interplanetary Society(AIS) in New York City in 1930.
✦ Schachner was one of the founders and, during 1933, president of this
organisation. He even suffered an injury in one rocket engine experiment.
✦ The AIS quickly focused on liquid-fuel rockets. In 1931 founders Ed and Lee
Pendray visited Berlin, where they saw a rocket test stand and befriended
Willy Ley.
✦ The first AIS tests took place in rural New Jersey that year, and their first
successful launch came in 1933.
✦ With the shift toward practical experiments, engineers and
technicians came to dominate AIS leadership.
✦ In 1934 they voted to change the society's crackpot-sounding
name to the American Rocket Society (ARS).

ASTOUNDING STORIES
Schachner made the first contribution to F. Orlin Tremaines new ”thought
variant” policy with ”Ancestral Voices” (December 1933). In the previous issue it
had been announced that it would ”awaken more controversy than any story ever
published in a Science Fiction magazine” and ”slice daringly through the most
precious myths, legends, and folklore of mankind, and attack boldly a presentday wave of race-hysteria”.
”After more than half a century, I have just re-read ”Ancestral Voices”,
and I find it surprisingly impressive. Nathan Schachner was a lawyer
and historian, who wrote several biographies of leading Americans; he
was a man of culture and erudition, and it shows in this story. For a
1933 pulp magazine, ”Ancestral Voices” is quite remarkable.”
(Arthur C. Clarke in ”Astounding Days”)

ASTOUNDING STORIES

Schachner was a frequent contributor to Astounding Stories and one of its most popular writers under
his own name and under the pseudonyms Walter Glamis and Chan Corbett. As seen above his stories
were often featured on the cover. He had a total number of 57 stories published in Astounding. In 1936
he outdid himself with no less than 10 stories. One of these was a two-part novel; ”Infra-Universe”.

Horror Pulps

Although chiefly a science fiction writer, Shachner was a fairly frequent contributor to the
horror pulps, and he adapted his style to the requirements of these somewhat spicy and
sadistic magazines.

Terror tales by Schachner…
✦ Governess

For the Mad. Terror Tales Jan-Feb 1938. ”Rather than starve,
pretty Jessica Smith took a job as a teacher of mental patients... How could
she know that she would be schoolmistress to a host of lust-crazed idiots —
or that she would lose her heart to a slavering madman!”
✦ Satan’s Children Are Hungry. Terror Tales March-April 1937. ”The lifegiving Springs of Minnemac had dried to a reeking mud hole. And at the same
time, those doddering old men who had depended upon the once pure waters
turned into the blood-hungry horde that spawned — the Brotherhood of
Hell!”
✦ The Devil's Brewers. Terror Tales May 1935. ”It was rumored that the
clean, swift-flowing blood of virgin maids was the priceless ingredient of the
new liqueur brewed by the red-robed men of Ellendale!”

Exit from the pulps

Some of the last pulp issues with stories by Schachner. On the far right Astounding November 1941
with Schachners final story for the pulps, but with a cover by Rogers illustrating Smith's Second
Stage Lensmen. The title block has been altered to feature Schachner's Beyond All Weapons. Both the
American and the British editions are shown.

Why leave the field?
✦ When

Schachner vacated the field he had written hundreds of stories
for the pulp magazines and he left an impression with his liberal ideas and
his inventiveness.
✦ However, ”Nat Schachner, the earliest of pulp science fiction’s anti-Nazi
Paul Reveres, in the end rejected Hugo Gernsback´s dogma that the
salvation of society must be worked out in futurist terms; instead, he
turned for inspiration to the past.” (Carter; The Creation of Tomorrow)
✦ Another SF writer, Isaac Asimov, said in 1967, perhaps for similar
reasons, that he had previously regarded himself as having been in turn,
science-fiction writer, biochemist, and then again science-fiction writer,
but ”now I don’t know what to think of myself. My current interest is
history.” (Olander & Greenberg, Asimov, 1977)

Books by Schachner

The only Science Fiction book by Schachner that was published during his lifetime was ”Space
Lawyer” (1953), a novel which originally appeared as two long stories in Astounding 1941. It was
also translated into German as ”Der Weltraum Anwalt”. In 2011 came ”The Devil's Nightclub and
Other Stories: The Weird Tales of Nat Schachner”, and this collection has been followed by a few
print on demand editions of old stories and serials. Many more are available as e-books. Also shown
is a collection from 2008 of Schachners SF stories in Spanish; ”Voces ancestrales y otros relatos.”

Spacelawyer
✦ The

book chronicles the legal adventures of Kerry Dale, who specializes in
laws regarding salvage and asteroid mining claims. He outwits his boss, the
irascible but honest tycoon.
✦ The first real space law certificate in the United States was issued in
2008 by the University of Mississippi.
✦ In 2015, the US Senate passed a ”Space Act”, including provisions for
asteroid mining, which allow companies to have rights to resources they
plan to extract from asteroids.
✦ This, however, is problematic. The U.S. can't own property in space and
therefore it can't really dole out rights to pieces of that property. (se
article 2 of the 1967 United Nations Outer Space Treaty)

Damon Knight about Spacelawyer:
✦ ”I

confess to a sneaking fondness for it myself; the story moves fast
and simply, as mechanically exciting as a pinball machine; it´s
wonderfully relaxing, because the author has done all of what little work
there was, and nothing is required of the reader, not a moments
thought, not even an emotional response.” (In Search of Wonder 1956)

American History

After 1941 Schachner became chiefly known for his biographies of US historical figures, for
example ”Thomas Jefferson: A Biography” (2 vol., 1951). One of the most scholarly biographies of
Jefferson, with exhaustive notes and a comprehensive index. Other biographies were ”Aaron Burr”

1937 and ”Alexander Hamilton” 1952. ”The Founding Fathers”, his last book in this category, was published
1954. His work on a second part of this book was interrupted by his death the following year.

Past, Present and Future series
Astounding 1937-39
✦ Past,

Present and Future, September 1937
✦ City of the Rocket Horde, December 1937
✦ Island of Individualists, May 1938
✦ City of the Cosmic Rays, July 1939
✦ City of the Corporate Mind, December 1939

Role of history
✦ Past,

Present and Future, Astounding September 1937: ”What is usually
considered to be progress - that is, the development to diversification,
specialization and complexity, is ironically shown to be a degeneration from
an earlier ideal unity.” (Olander & Greenberg, Asimov, 1977)
✦ ”Unlike the Greek hero in Schachners story who compares a degenerate
future to an ideal Golden past, American writers (as they are ahistorical,
Irwing Howe argued) fail to make such comparisons of the past to the
present.” (Olander & Greenberg, Asimov, 1977)
✦ Schachner on the first years of the United States: ”Today, more than ever,
that period merits study and understanding. For once again the United
States is groping its way in hitherto unchartered seas, and amazing parallels
may be traced between the two eras.”(The Founding Fathers, 1954)

Extreme individualism
✦ City

of the Cosmic Rays,
Astounding July 1939 : ”The
ultimate in laissez-faire: Wildly
mutated biological individualism.
”It would be an insupportable
disgrace for two of us to
resemble each other”.
(P. Carter; The Creation of
Tomorrow, p. 144)

Historical novels

Schachner also wrote four well researched historical novels. First came ”By the Dim Lamps”, 1941,
about life in New Orleans at around the time of the civil war. Then came ”The Kings Passenger”, 1942,
in which the action took place in 17th century America, a hundred years before the outbreak of the
American revolution. ”The Sun Shines West”, 1943, was a novel about bleeding Kansas (1854-1861), and
his final novel, ”The Wanderer : A Novel of Dante and Beatrice” was published in 1944.

Schachner in Anthologies
✦ The

Ultimate Metal. The Best of Science Fiction; Ed.: G. Conklin, 1946.
This was the only Schachner story anthologized until long after the
death of the author.
✦ Past Present and Future. Before the Golden Age; Ed.: Isaac Asimov, 1974
✦ The Shinning One. Visions Of Tomorrow; Ed.: Roger Elwood, 1976
✦ The Eternal Wanderer. Astounding Stories, The 60th Anniversary
Collection, Vol. 1; Ed.: Anon., 1990 (Intr. Stanley Schmidt)

Schachner in Swedish
✦ Jules

Verne-Magasinet 1941 nr 48-49. Gudinnan Circes Återkomst.
(From Fantastic Adventures August 1941)

Political stuff
”Joe Worker and The Story of Labor” by
Schachner and Jack Alderman was a full color 48
page very serious comic book illustrating the
history of the American worker with one episode
(6 panels) on every page. First printed in 1946
(reprinted ca 1948). One source has suggested
that this was a production of Commericial Comics
in New York. Another has pointed to Schachner's
connection with the American Jewish Committee
and has theorized that the AJC had a hand in
the production of this comic. Jack Alderman
worked as a penciler for Timely Comics and Atlas
Comics during the Golden Age of comic books.

”When you have finished this
great story, you will have a
new understanding and a new
pride in the history of the
American worker and his fight
for better conditions, for a
world free of intolerance and
prejudice, for a world of
decency and unity. A book for
every American - regardless of
race, color or creed.”

Duty of pulp writers
✦ ”Pulp

writers have a job to do”, Schachner declared in The Writer,
August 1945. ”If the pulpsters were to commence presenting Jews,
Catholics, Italians, Mexicans, blacks and so on in their stories ”not
as caricatures or stereotypes, but as individuals, involved in common
situations, with all the wide range of character and personality
traits common to all human beings, we will be doing more to eliminate
vicious Nazi myths and propaganda than a thousand pulpit sermons
and a thousand ponderous editorials.”
(Citerat efter Paul Carter; The Creation of Tomorrow)

Race, war and environment
✦ Ancestral

Voices, Astounding, December 1933; warns against the racism of Hitler
(called Herr Hellwig in the story) by demonstrating the extent of racial mixing
over long time in Europe which had made almost everybody remotely related to
everybody else. Thus, the killing of a single Hun sacking Rome led to the
elimination of 50 000 people in our time, among them Herr Hellwig. Two
prizefighters, one German and one Jew, also vanish in the middle of a fight.
Schachner had a long letter in the same issue where he emphasized the anti-Nazi
message of the story.
✦ World Gone Mad, Amazing, October 1935; warns against global war in a somewhat
preachy story were civilization is destroyed by gas-laden ICBMs. (Schachner had
been in the Chemical Warfare Service, Gas and Flame Division)
✦ Sterile Planet, Astounding July 1937; warns eloquently against wasting Earths
resources. The story opens with a two and a half page sermon to the reader.

Women
✦ There

Neither early
feminism
nor satire
on private
medicare….

are very few women in Schachners science fiction stories.
✦ In his horror stories women played the traditional role of victims that
had to be rescued at the last moment, but not before having been very
ill treated by monsters or madmen and not unfrequently deprived of
most of their clothes.
✦ Schachner was, however, Director of Public Relations, National Council
of Jewish Women 1954-55.

Other stuff
The Medieval Universities,
1938, was a learned work consisting
of 388 pages written in a lively,
non-academic, style and filled
with interesting facts gleaned from
an impressive list of scholarly books
and with a good index. Mostly reliable and
correct but with a few unimportant errors.
(like confusing Raymond VI of Toulouse
with his son Raymond VII)
”A vivid tale of the Manchu conquest of China, and the
fulfillment of the old Ming prophecy, when blood ran
red in Peking —An ancient Chinese prophecy embodied
in what was known as The Song of the Cakes.”
1931
”

✦A

The Price of Liberty

History of the American Jewish Committee, 1948
✦ Detailed descriptions of internal and international jewish proposals and
discussions leading up to the creation of the state of Israel in 1948

In memoriam
✦ ”His

style was rough, but he was a sharp and knowledgeable writer;
his inattention to the field after about 1940 is regretted. ”(John
Clute)
✦ ”Schachner was subsequently missed; he had, for years, been such an
integral part of Astounding that his presence was almost taken for
granted. One of the amazing things about Schachner is that during all
the time he was turning out science fiction with one hand (and being
derided as a hack writer by many fans), with the other he was
producing his highly acclaimed biography of Aaron Burr - and later of
Jefferson and Hamilton. A most remarkable man,
Nathan Schachner; one the field can be proud of.”
(Alva Rogers in A Requiem For Astounding.)

The earliest of pulp science fiction’s
anti-Nazi Paul Reveres or just another
hack writer?
✦ Both!
✦ And

a very good science fiction writer for his time
✦ And a good historical novelist
✦ And an excellent writer of history in general and American history in
particular

Footnote: Who was Paul Revere?
✦ Paul

Revere became famous for galloping from Boston to Lexington and Concord
rousing the inhabitants with the news, "The British are coming”.
✦ Yet, as Schachner pointed out in an article in American Mercury, Dec 1938, William
Dawes was in fact the messenger chosen to ride with the warning that the British
were coming. Revere was sent out after Dawes had already started, in case Dawes
should be captured. The two met at Lexington, roused the countryside, and then
traveled on together toward Concord. On the road they were intercepted by British
officers. Revere was captured, but Dawes made his escape. Then he dropped out of
history, and Revere, decades later, adopted Longfellow's poetic account of the
incident.
✦ The message in the article by Schachner was that ”until the educational hierarchy
bestirs itself, American children will continue to be taught myth rather than history.”
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